Lab

– Enough info to start exploring
– Ask questions: Both Matt and Labmates
– Set LED lights
  • Scribbler class, -> Documentation
– robot.something()
for ( int var = 0; var < numTimes; var++ )
{
    <do something>
    <do something>
    ...
}

//New class, have a main method
//Create circle
//move circle
//move circle to one side of the screen and then back: 2 for loops.
//now with 1 for loop?
int i=50;
while( i>0)
{
    i++
    System.out.println(i);
}

//Move circle to one side and back?
//While loop from lab?
public class Name {
    constant definitions
    variable declarations
    constructor
    methods
}

• Moveable face
  – Circles
  – Squares

**Mutator vs. Accessor** methods

Wink method?